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CLASS OBJECTIVE 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

TAKING THIS COURSE 

Use of this document signifies your agreement to the Web Site Agreement, Privacy, Statement and Terms 

of Use of DNAGedcom and DNAAdoption.  This content is copyrighted by DNAAdoption.   

Screenshots taken from Ancestry.com are for educational purposes and do not imply ownership of 

content. 

USING THE ANCESTRY DNA SITE 

What do you do when you first get your AncestryDNA results?  Log in to your account at 

www.ancestry.com. 

 

HOME PAGE 

Let’s start at the beginning with an orientation to your Home page. 

In the upper right corner of your screen, you will see several icons. 

• The envelope icon shows the number of unread messages in your ancestry inbox and links to your 

old ones. 

• The leaf shows the number of unexplored hints you have.  Ancestry.com provides hints on people in 

your family tree(s).  More details follow in this lesson. 

• Your ancestry.com username (for example, nolnacsj) or real name if chosen appears, along with a 

photo if you have uploaded one.  The arrow next to the username in the upper right corner opens a 

drop-down menu with a choice of selections, including Member Profile. 

 

 

Objective:  

Learn what to do with results of autosomal DNA testing from AncestryDNA. 

Tools: AncestryDNA results; ancestry.com, genesis.gedmatch.com and 

familytreedna.com websites; DNAAdoption handouts. 

Exercises: Practice Exercises throughout the lesson help you apply what you’re learning. 

www.ancestry.com.
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MEMBER PROFILE 

Let’s look at an example of a Member Profile.   

She included lots of helpful information. 

 

On the Member Profile page, click on the various buttons: 

• Enter name and location – add your name as you want it displayed and your location 

• Switch to public profile – you can choose to have a different profile for the public 

• Can you help other members?  – for example, with resources or with interests in a certain area 

• Research interests – surnames and/or geographical areas 

• Public trees – Public trees that you have on ancestry 
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• Favorite message boards – ancestry message boards where you post 

• Your profile and contact settings – show your preferences for contact 

As an example, this person (Pam) added some basic information to her profile: 

 

You can also click on any of the Edit buttons to edit that section of the profile. 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 1:  

Set up your Member Profile. 
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SITE PREFERENCES 

To optimize your experience on Ancestry.com, choose your Site Preferences from the drop-down menu. 

 

These are some of the options you might have (Ancestry does change things): 

• Ancestry Member Tree Hints – We recommend you choose to display hints 

• Potential Ancestor Hints – We recommend you choose to display hints 

• Personal Information such as passwords and usernames 

• Subscription Options 

• New Hint Notifications – Select the trees for which you want to receive notifications 

• Connection Preferences – Decide on the level of contact you prefer: 

− Anonymous connection preference – recommended 

− No member contact 

− Block certain people – If you choose, you may block contact with specific people 

• Search Preferences – Ancestry.com updated its default settings for searching.  If you 

preferred the old search settings, as opposed to the new search settings, then check “Use 

category exact mode” 

• Tree Color Preferences 
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Exercise 2:  

Select your Site Preferences. 
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DNA MATCHES 

Now for the section you’ve been waiting for:  your DNA Matches.  At the top of the page, click on the 

DNA tab.  Choose Your DNA Results Summary from the drop-down menu.  Click on DNA matches. 

 

A new page will open.  Your DNA Matches are identified by a username, member name, or initials (red 

arrow below), with a photo (if supplied).  Notice that the amount of shared DNA data (orange arrow), 

possible relationship range, and confidence bands are listed under the username on the summary page.  

To the right of the name (green arrow) you will see information about whether or not the match has a 

tree attached to his or her DNA, a link to compare ethnicity estimates, and a button to View Match.   

There are three tree options:  No Tree, Unlinked Tree or an attached tree with a number of people in the 

tree listed.  If the tree is private, you will see a padlock icon and the link will be grayed out.   

Click on the username link (underlined username) from the Match screen to see your match’s profile.  

From the top of the Summary page, you can also select several different filters that allow you to only 

view matches that fit that criteria.  You can enter info in each box to filter results. 
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When you click on View match, a new page with surnames and a partial view of your match’s family tree 

will open.  There are also tabs for Shared Matches.  Ancestry tweaks this view often, so this graphic will 

be close but not exactly what you might see. 

Surnames (on the left) list up to 10 generations back in your match’s tree as shown in the example 

below.  Click on a surname in the box to see the occurrences of the surname in your match’s tree. 

On the right is the match’s tree preview; in this case, it includes 3 generations back from the match.  To 

see the match’s entire tree, click on the View full tree button (located on the right above the tree). 

DNA ThruLines will only show if both your tree and your match’s tree are searchable and both trees 

have enough ancestors for Ancestry to connect the two trees.  PLEASE NOTE: ThruLines are based on 

trees plus DNA, and are only as good as the trees your matches put together. 

A preview of any notes you have added about the match will be visible.  Click the pencil to edit the note. 

 

Daisy Duck 

Dan Duck 

R.R. (managed by Daisy Duck) 

Marvin Mallard 
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If your biological parents have tested, Ancestry will now automatically label matches with Father’s Side 

or Mother’s Side.  In addition to stars, you can now add custom groups with colored dots to matches to 

categorize them in various ways.   

You will also see a preview of any note you have added to the match from the match summary screen.   

You can also click on the new link to confirm that you know a match, and you can choose which side 

and, if known, relationship. 
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By clicking on the plus symbol beside the Add/Edit groups, and selecting ‘Create custom group,’ you can 

create different ways to classify your DNA matches and designate different colors for each custom group 

you create.  Once you have created custom groups, they can be assigned from the summary page by 

clicking the plus sign and checking the desired custom group.  

If you hover over the custom group color dot on the DNA match summary page, the name of the group 

will appear.  You may also assign groups from the individual match page. 

 

 

IN THE TREE 

MyTreeTags allows you to add descriptive tags to people in your tree.  More about MyTreeTags later. 
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BUILDING TREES 

In our experience, member match trees are seldom sufficient for our purpose of triangulating shared 

common ancestors to identify birth family members.  More than likely, you will need more information 

– and bigger family trees – to identify your unknown relatives.  Diane (one of our founders) uses 

ancestry.com for her trees because she likes the leaf hints.  Other people use familysearch.org or other 

free resources online.   

Make sure you set your research tree to private in the tree settings found on the Create & Manage 

Trees Menu on the bottom of the Trees Menu.  On the Privacy Setting tab, Click Private Tree.  If you do 

not want your tree to be searchable, click Also prevent your tree from being found in searches.  

(Unsearchable means you will not receive ThruLines.  More about that later).  Make sure to Save your 

selections. 
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DOWNLOAD YOUR RAW DATA 

Before you can upload your data to another website, you need to download your raw data from 

ancestry.com.  Go to your DNA Home Page.  Click on the Settings button (with gear symbol) on the 

right.  This will take you to your Settings page. 

 

  

In the right-hand panel of the Settings page, scroll down to see Actions. 

If you create trees on ancestry.com using your matches’ data, it is extremely 

important that you make these trees private.  Also, under the Privacy tab of the Tree 

Settings page, you may choose to make your trees non-searchable.  

Some people feel ownership toward their trees.  If you make your version of your 

matches’ trees public, it can cause hard feelings.  

Exercise 3:  

Note your closest matches and contact them following the suggestions on 

DNAadoption.org.  

• Ask if they have any ideas on the relationship between your trees. Do not 

say you are adopted until you feel you can trust them with the information.  

• Tell them that uploading their raw data results to GEDmatch.com (free) will 

give them more matches and more information on their matches. 

• Tell them that by uploading their results to FTDNA ($19 for the tools) and 

MyHeritage ($29 for the tools) they can also see a lot more matches. 
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1. Enter your ancestry.com password when prompted.  A message will be sent to your email; you 

need to respond to it.  The link is only good for one click; make sure you are using the computer 

on which you wish to download the file.  It will be approximately 5 MB or more.   

2. Ignore all the warnings; Ancestry is trying to discourage you from using their competitors.   

3. Follow the directions in the email to download your data.   

4. Save the file to your download folder or to another folder on your PC – and make sure you add 

your name or the name of the person it belongs to so you don’t get files mixed up.   

5. Do not open the zip file as that can damage it.   

6. You will upload this zip file to GEDmatch, MyHeritage, LivingDNA and Family Tree DNA.   

 

The other First Look courses on DNAadoption.org have step-by-step instructions for uploades to other 

sites:  https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/  

 

UPLOAD YOUR RAW DATA TO GEDMATCH.COM 

Complete directions for uploading data from AncestryDNA to GEDmatch.com are available at 

https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/ under the First Look “GEDmatch” course.  Please read and 

make sure you agree with the terms of service. 

 

UPLOAD YOUR RAW DATA TO FAMILY TREE DNA (FTDNA) 

For complete directions, consult the FTDNA First Look Course for complete details:  

https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/  

 

To obtain even more matches and information on their ancestors, upload your Ancestry raw data files to 

FTDNA and unlock the tools for $19.  Go to DNAadoption.org home page.  Click the FTDNA link at the 

https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/
https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/
https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/
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bottom of the page so that DNAadoption will get credit for the referral.  Hover over DNA Tests at the 

top of the page.  From the drop-down menu, choose Autosomal Transfer. 

 

 

A new window will open.  If you do not have a FTDNA account, enter your name, email address, and 

gender.  Click the box to agree to Terms of Service.  Choose Try it Free!  (blue button). 

 

 

If you already have an FTDNA account from Y-DNA or mtDNA results, log into that account and use the 

ADD ONS & UPGRADES link at the top of the screen so that all your results will be in the same account. 
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Perhaps you have already uploaded your raw data to both GEDmatch and FTDNA.  Then try the next 

exercise. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHECKING YOUR ETHNIC ADMIXTURE 

Admixture is the result of two or more ethnic groups interbreeding.  Ancestry’s admixture analysis 

provides a glimpse into your ancestor’s origins in the past 500 years. 

On Your DNA Results Summary page you will see a box like this: 

Exercise 4:  

• Upload your AncestryDNA Raw Data file to GEDmatch.com (free). This will show more 

accurately what the real predicted relationships are, and will also give you more 

matches. 

• Upload your Ancestry Raw DNA files to FTDNA ($19) if you haven’t tested directly with 

them. This will provide even more matches. 

• Upload your Ancestry Raw DNA files to MyHeritage ($29) if you haven’t tested directly 

with them. 

• Upload your Ancestry Raw DNA files to LivingDNA if you haven’t tested directly with 

them. 

Remember: If two or more of your matches share the same ancestor, then their 

common ancestors are your ancestors, too.  

Exercise 5:  

If you have already uploaded to GEDmatch or one of the other sites and your data has 

been processed, start working with it.  Calculate the relationship of your closest match 

to yourself.  Use the Prediction Chart and instruction handout at the end of this lesson. 

You can also use the Relationship Estimator App to estimate which relationships might 

fit the shared DNA data: http://relationshipestimator.azurewebsites.net/index.htm   

Or use DNAPainter.com https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4  

http://relationshipestimator.azurewebsites.net/index.htm
https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4
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This is an estimate of your ethnicity based on studies done by Ancestry.  Each testing company will differ 

in the interpretation of your ethnicity.  It is an emerging science, and we will have to be patient waiting 

for refined scientific results.  Click Discover Your DNA Story to explore all the features. 

 

 

SHARING DNA INFORMATION 

On the right of your DNA Home Page (near the top), click on the Settings button (little gear symbol). 

 

Scroll down the page to Sharing Preference.  Sharing is an option that allows you to see your match’s 

DNA ethnicity estimates and matches results and your match to see yours.  Sharing must be extended 

and accepted in each direction.  Just because you grant access to your results does not automatically 

give you access to their results.  This option is similar to sharing your family tree(s).  Click on the Add a 

person link (bottom left) to invite people to see your results. 

Exercise 6:  

Check the full ethnicity estimate. 

Is this what you expected? 
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You can change their level of access at any time using the drop-down menu.  If the invitee has never 

accessed your results, an invitation date and Resend link will show below their username as pictured 

above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 7:  

Invite two or more of your top matches to share DNA results.  Please contact them 

first and make sure they want to share. 
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LINK YOUR DNA TO YOUR FAMILY TREE 

On your DNA Settings Page, you can also connect your DNA results with your family tree.  Click Link to 

tree. 

 

A new window will open.  Click Link to Tree.  Select your family tree from the drop-down list.  Select 

yourself in the tree.  Click the Yes to confirm your identity in the tree. 

 

If your tree is still speculative, please keep it private to avoid problems. 

If you are an adoptee you may not have a tree yet.  You will be building one as you progress in your 

search. 
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Sometimes adoptees move themselves around in their speculative research tree, attaching themselves 

to different branches in order to see how relationships change.  You may decide to experiment with this.  

For example, you may want to see what happens if you attach yourself to a branch you’re building for 

one suspected birth parent instead of the other.  If so, you need to change your potential parent.  

Unhook from where you are connected, wait for ThruLines to l=clear, wait another 2 or so days because 

it takes longer to clear than you think, then hook up someone else as your possible parent.  When 

Thrulines repopulates, evaluate the relationships, as well as add all of them to your tree as they could 

come in handy. 

Note:  Your DNA can be linked to only one tree at a time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 8:  

If you have a tree, your DNA.  Select your tree, yourself, and then link.  
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DNA RESULTS PAGES:  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Let’s return to your AncestryDNA Results.  Your pages of member matches contain quite a bit of useful 

information. 

 

 

Administered by 

Often match results are managed by an administrator.  You can click the administrator’s underlined 

username on the DNA match pate.  You can also look in the Member Directory to see if more 

information on any Ancestry username.  Choose Member Directory from the Search drop-down menu. 
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Then type the username, and click Search. 

 

In most cases you will be able to view the administrator’s profile, which includes his/her Public Member 

Trees.  The trees can help you expand your own private trees for the matches.  Contact the 

administrator to learn more about matches that are identified with initials.  Be sure to mention the 

match’s name or user name and tree name. 
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Stars 

The stars let you flag matches that you think are important.  Diane uses them to signal maternal or 

paternal matches when she knows one side of the heritage.  (Stars appear on the right of Matching 

along with colored dots for custom grouping).  These positions change as Ancestry changes the site. 

 

 

Blue Dots 

Blue dots indicate new matches or ones you have not looked at. 

Notes 

After clicking on the match’s username or initials, a member match profile will open.  Click on the Add 

note link (notepad icon).  There you can record a few notes about the match.  Pam uses this to record 

common surnames, birthplaces, and significant share matches.  If you have added a note, the note icon 

will appear on the summary page.  Clicking the icon on the summary page will reveal the note as a 

popup without opening the match. 

 

 

Search Functions 

Just above the matches on the AncestryDNA Results page, you will see a set of filters and a search box.  

You can sort your matches by Relationship or by the Date of the match.  You can also use the filters to 

display matches that have Hints (green leaves), are New (blue dots) or highlighted with (yellow) Stars.  If 

you parents have tested with Ancestry, you will also be able to filter your matches for Mother and 

Father.  Finally, you can filter your matches by other criteria. 
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When you click on the Hints button (green leaf symbol), only the matches with Hints will be displayed.  

These DNA hints are different than the record hints you get when you are building trees, which may be 

more familiar to you.  Those tree hints are related to individual information, such as a census record that 

contains an individual with a similar name.  Here, in the context of DNA matches, the green leaves 

indicate Common Ancestor. 

Click and you will get a relationship hint (or multiple paths!) 

 

When you discover common ancestors, you will have access to a common “tree” such as the one 

displayed (below), which provides the shared (common) ancestor(s) and lineage.  Eureka!  You can piece 

together these little trees and build your own tree.  Congratulations:  You are on your way to discerning 

your heritage. 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember: Ancestors of the common ancestor you share with your matches are 

also your ancestors. You can use the little shared ancestor trees to start a tree for you. 
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When you click on the Search matches box, a new window will open.  It brings up two fields:  surname 

and birth location.  You can use these fields individually or together to search for matches. 

 

 

 

 

 

Predicted Relationship 

When you sort by Relationship, your member matches are grouped accordingly – typically as 2nd 

Cousins, 3rd Cousins, and so on.  Each match includes a possible range for the predicted relationship, 

such as 4th
 – 6

th
 cousins in the example below.  Also, when you click on the match you will see Ancestry’s 

predicted relationship.  This should be interpreted liberally. 

 

 

More often than not, your matches will be in the 3rd to 4th cousin range and beyond.  A 3rd to 4th cousin 

can be anywhere from a 2nd cousin to a 5th cousin with all of the once, twice and three-times removed 

cousins in between.  You can use the Relationship Estimator App and the cM/segment data to help get 

better estimates: 

http://relationshipestimator.azurewebsites.net/index.htm 

or DNAPainter.com https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4  

 

Exercise 9:  

Try using the search matches field. Search on surname and then on place of birth. 

Check the result by going to one of the results and finding the match. 

 

http://relationshipestimator.azurewebsites.net/index.htm
https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4
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Select the DNA data source and enter the shared data.  

Click Calculate.  The possible estimates for that 

amount of shared DNA data will then populate below.  

The more check marks, the more likely the 

relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you can get your match to upload raw DNA to GEDmatch.com, to FTDNA and/or to MyHeritage, then 

you can use the chromosome browser to do a better job of predicting the relationship.  Even then, it 

probably still won’t be exact.  Use our Relationship estimator or the DNA prediction chart and the 

document on how to use it to analyze the figures from GEDmatch or FTDNA.  These are found at 

http://dnaadoption.org on the Resources, then Tools page.  They are also attached at the end of this 

lesson. 

A word of caution:  Ancestry’s matching algorithm, Timber, is a phasing algorithm and some segments 

are removed.   They started doing this to reduce the number of false matches for more distant cousins.  

Therefore, the total amount of cMs on Ancestry could be lower than the same person’s match on other 

DNA company sites.   More about Timber can be found at the Ancestry site: 

https://www.ancestry.com/corporate/blog/filtering-dna-matches-at-ancestrydna-with-timber/  

 

CONTACTING YOUR MATCHES 

When contacting a match, do not mention adoption initially if you are an adoptee.  Some people figure 

you do not have much to offer.  These are the things you can do: 

• Share your tree.  You can invite someone else to see your tree, even if it is private. 

− Open the tree you want to share. 

− Go to Tree Pages/Tree Settings 

− You will see a tab for Sharing 

− Use the email name or the username of the person you want to share with and set a level 

of sharing.  Or generate a sharing link 

• Ask your matches to share their tree with you.  

 

http://dnaadoption.org
https://www.ancestry.com/corporate/blog/filtering-dna-matches-at-ancestrydna-with-timber/
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BUILDING FAMILY TREES 

There are multiple ways to build family trees on ancestry.com.  One way is to begin with someone else’s 

tree, specifically with a gedcom file (most people won’t share a gedcom, so this is seldom used).  You 

will need to upload their gedcom to your trees.  From the Home page on ancestry.com, click on the 

Trees tab.  Choose Create & Manage Trees from the bottom of the drop-down menu. 

 

 

On the next page at the bottom select “Upload a GEDCOM file” 

 

A new window, Upload a Family Tree, will open.  Browse for the .ged file, fill in the information, and 

click Upload. 
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After your tree loads it will be available under the Trees tab.  Adoptees:  Don’t forget to set the tree to 

private as described earlier. 

Another way to build a family tree is to start a new one.  On the Create & Manage trees at the bottom 

select “Create a new tree.” 
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On the page that opens, click Add new person to start your tree.  The starting person may be someone 

you have prior knowledge of, or you may be copying names and dates from an existing tree. 

 

Type in as much of the information as you can, and check the gender.  Click Continue. 

 

Add a father.  Click Continue. 
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Enter a tree name in the next screen.  Be sure to remove check mark to make it private. 

 

Don’t forget to go to the Privacy tab and decide if you want the tree to be searchable. 

 

Expanding Trees 

To work with the trees, you will usually need to add more information. 

Once you get basic information in the tree, you can usually count on the leaf hints to give you clues to 

research.  

Click on the leaf at the upper right of the name box. 

The hints screen will open.  Pick the hints for information you want to add. 

If you do not have hints, hover over the bottom of the name box 
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Profile 

Profile brings up one view of the individual’s information.  Go to Facts. 

 

 

• The relationship to me is shown under the death date.  This shows the relationship between the 

home person at the base of the tree who was identified as “you” in the Tree Settings and this 

person 
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You can look at your tree with a Pedigree or a Family View.  Most of the time I work with Pedigree. 

 

This is the Family View, which I use when I want to check to see what areas I have forgotten to develop. 
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TOOLS 

 

On the upper right of a person’s profile are Tools with different options. 

 

SAVE TO TREE 

Perhaps the most useful tool for building trees, this function allows you to save a person and their 

information from a match’s tree to one of your trees.  You select the tree name to save to.  Select Add 

to a new person. 
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MERGE WITH DUPLICATE 

This is a handy tool if you find that you have inadvertently added the same person to your tree twice. 

 

View in Tree (this is the view I prefer working with) 

You can add people to your trees many ways.  In this view click on add relative 

If you are looking at the Family View on your tree, you may have to switch to the Pedigree View to bring 

up the Family Tree View.  This is my grandfather. 

 

You can also Delete a person from this tools menu. 
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By choosing Quick Edit in profile view or by clicking on the name in the tree.  
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You get this screen:  

 

 

 

On the Profile page of an individual, you can ADD facts, sources and other family members. 
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MY TREE TAGS 

With MyTreeTags, you have the ability to add descriptors, or tags to anyone in the tree.  Click on the 

tags icon to reveal your MyTreeTags on the workspace on the right.  You can create custom tags.  For 

DNA matches you add to your tree, you can add a DNA tag to the match.  All MyTreeTags are 

searchable.  Multiple tags may be added to the same person. 

 

 

THRULINES 

ThruLines use your DNA matches and their trees to suggest possible ways in which you may be related 

to your DNA matches.  Please treat these as hints as they are highly dependent on the accuracy of the 

trees of your matches.   

Should you make your tree searchable so you get Thrulines?   

The possible benefits of the ThruLines hints that can identify common ancestors is generally seen as 

worth the risk of uncomfortable questions.  However, adoptees/searchers will need to make that 

decision for themselves.  To turn on ThruLines hints, click the DNA icon on the tree tied to your DNA.  

Only those with whom you have shared your tree will be able to see the ThruLines icon.  You may decide 

whether or not to display the ThruLines icon by sliding the button on or off. 
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Pam’s husband descends from ancestors who first came to the United States during the 1600s.  You can 

see from a portion of his side of the tree that nearly every direct ancestor has a ThruLines hint.  

Adoptees may not have any ThruLines unless you have connected yourself to a potential birth parent.  

Another type of hint is Potential Father/Potential Mother.  Use these with extreme caution as they are 

often wrong. 

 

To see the ThruLines hint for any ancestor, click on the name in the tree to see the profile preview: 
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Click the little arrow on the right to reveal the link for the ThruLines for that ancestor.  ThruLines can 

connect multiple DNA matches.  Be sure to check the accuracy of these lines as they are highly 

dependent on matches’ trees. 
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A note on AncestryDNA Messaging System 

The AncestryDNA Messaging System has not always 

been very dependable.  Getting messages from 

Ancestry may mean you need a different email 

address.  Try it out and see if the person you are 

trying to contact gets the message.  Ancestry will 

not send messages to AOL.  If you are not receiving 

messages from people you contact, you may need 

to change your email on Ancestry.  You can do this 

through the Settings Option on the Home Page 

next to your name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE 

For further information on triangulating your matches and searching out ancestral surnames, the 

“Introduction to Autosomal DNA 101” class will get you on your way.   

On our http//dnaadoption.org web site, you will find a Methodology under Search Steps.  This gives you 

a process to work with your results. 


